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REPORT FOR EWS SHOENAU 

 

Start N Light S/L Ltd has made great strides in its work and commitment to the creation of a poverty-

alleviating technology through its power terminal systems that provide affordable and sustainable 

electricity to about 500 people including women and children in Kabomboh village.                                                                                                                                          

This project brings a lot of opportunities that enabled villagers get access to electricity and a digital 

learning platform for advance solar and basic computer training services. 

However, there were serious challenges that had affected the regular training set up at Tagrin Lungi 

which was supported by EWS Schoenau with 9,000 Euros in August 2019. The funds were dedicated for 

the training of 20 village community men and women in solar installation and maintenance, computer 

literacy and basic electrical & electronics installation. It complemented the UNDP/SGP $30,000 US 

Dollar grants award for the electrification of two villages with a total number of households of about 200 

that Start N Light had received about one year earlier. All the donated funds were efficiently used and 

have created already great impact into the lives of these communities. There are trained villagers that get 

solar contract jobs from other villages and towns in the Kamakwie Sella Limba chiefdom and are thereby 

provided with income to support their families. 

  

On December 28
TH

2019 Start N Light, was facing difficulties in the project area. Violence between youth 

gangs that was ignited on a harmless village fest resulted in a young man’s death and a complete torching 

of the neighbouring village one day after. I was very busy mediating between the two village families and 

also officially at court. As of present 28 persons charged with fire arsine were dropped and the youth 

released from custody. The young man Abubakar Conteh accused of murder has also been released from 

custody (prison) on the 20
th

 of October 2020 due to the peace agreement between the two families and 

villages in which I Mohamed from Start N Light was engaged in and successfully achieved the release of 

both families from prison. Credit also goes to a retired Brigadier General Jomo who stood with us in the 

process of making peace and reaching final agreement. More detailed information to this incident was 

already given in a previous report. Luckily none of our project installations were affected and we can say 

with confidence that our continuous presence, our dedication for green development and especially our 

educational work with the youth in the area has significantly contributed to ease the tension and 

established peaceful relations again.  

 

Start N Light Training Centre has now moved closer to the students as response to the covid-19 lockdown. 

While inter-district lockdown was eased, strict social distancing and the wearing of face mask is still 

enforceable. We are currently installing the COVID-19 DIGITAL LEARNINGPLATFORM in 

collaboration with CCNTV. The platform will be accessible through android mobile phone/pads, in which 

4 channels can be broadcasted via terrestrials in the project district area and will benefit thousands of 

people including academic students as well. Other courses may be added like Math and English. These 

communities can use their charged smart phones to get signal reception without electricity. There are 

other measures to include field training that could be restricted to small groups at a given session per 

week.  

 

In conclusion, the relocation of the training to the project site at Kabomboh village is to allow trainees to 

be with their families and still be trained through the digital learning as well as the field scheduled 
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sessions. Electricity pre-paid meters have arrived and have now to be tested and calibrated by the 

Electricity and Water Regulatory Commission (EWRC).The completion of home wiring is ongoing due to 

the late introduction of the pre-paid energy meters; a new wiring code has to be adopted as per National 

electricity act. Control and safety devices have to be added for the safety and good performance of the 

meters. A tariff of one thousand Leones (Le1000) $1/kwh is been agreed upon compared to the varied 

tariff by the National grid which is about two thousand Leones (Le2000) or $2/kwh. 

 

See below some photos of the new prepaid meters and the android phone/pad DVBT2 receiver and digital 
TV broadcast equipment for 10 to 15 kilometres radius that has been used by CCNTV.  

 
Testing DVB-T2 Ariel antenna on a 
techno smart phone 

 
Display of new start n Light prepaid 
energy meter and checking its 
management software system. 
 

 
DVB-T2 dongle with wrist 
antenna for closer and 
stronger signal  

 
showing an equipment rack cabinet with 
dvb-t2 processing devices/equipment 

 
Mohamed inspecting transmitting 
antenna and coaxial cable runs 

 
New registered trainee 
watching program on android 
phone through the dvb-t2 
receiver dongle 
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Outlook:  

 

Start N Light caters for digital learning content from technical/vocational centres like 

governmental technical schools and a rebroadcast from digital satellite channels.    

Up to now one national news channel from the Sierra Leone broadcasting cooperation (SLBC) as 

well as the AYV television channel from satellite is rebroadcasted by our installation. In our 

equipment rack cabinet we can locally insert DVDs, connect cameras, audio devices and other 

computer managed input and thereby broadcast lessons for solar, electrical and computer training. 

 

We are looking forward to welcome 25 new trainees of which at least10 should be women and 

15 men. There are lot of school dropout girls who want to learn basic computing and solar skills, 

but are very shy and afraid to sign up for the training, because most of them have been attached 

to local marriages, were the men is somewhat reluctant to allow his partner to undergo such 

training with the fear that if she knows how to use computer, she might run to the city to look for 

a job and then leave her partner. 

 

1. Start N Light plans for further development of the trainings at the relocated new site. We 

aspire to construct a building structure of the size of four class rooms that can 

accommodate more trainees as new classes are added into the programme. Also we want 

to encourage high school dropouts to sit and feel the same as in a traditional academic 

classroom. 

2. We plan to acquire new satellite receiving and digital TV transmitting equipment as well 

as more computers and tools for the centre. We would also like to recruit professional 

trainers and source new training material from solar training experts abroad. 

 

The possibility to construct a 45 to 75 kilowatts hydro power plant at Kamasaykray water stream 

is also assessed as a survey is undergoing to determine the flow of water. This min-Hydro power 

turbine would be constructed at a location where 3 water ways intersect with the water flowing 

from different villages to that point. This plant could provide electricity for up to 10 villages 

around that site. The photos below of the proposed site show the size of the stream and water 

flow.  

Apart from this we are of course also working on increasing the solar power capacity. 

 

The irrigated farming activities have also been relocated to a new farmland within the village due 

to overflow of stream waters during the raining season that causes damage to cash crops which 

cannot grow under excess of water. Photos of the new test farm are also attached.  

A request for better rice milling machines is highly anticipated, as women struggle to hand 

pound rice before cooking.  With the guidance and help of Start n Light, village youth club have 

managed to acquire one rice milling machine which breaks down very often during the milling 
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process and that leaves the women with no choice but to come back to hand pounding. It’s a 

village slogan that they should eat what they grow and grow what they eat, which reflects the 

common desire not to be too dependent on imported rice. We think that this a virtuous desire 

which we have to continue to support, and hopefully we can do this with better and more reliable 

equipment.  

 

   
The Kamasaykray river that flows 
close to villages of our project area. 
 

At this bridge the river narrows and 
inclines. We assess the possibility to 
install a min-hydro power plant. 
 

This will be our new community 
field where we install the PV 
irrigation. This field is still close to a 
water access but far enough to 
suffer no flooding. 
 

   
This rice mill was acquired by a 
youth group to relief their mothers 
from hard labour. Unfortunately it is 
not a reliable model.  

Here we install the pre-paid 
meter …  

… and right after hold a community 
meeting where the proceedings of 
the Start N Light Energy Project are 
discussed.  
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Report of finances received from EWS Schoenau 

 

 

 ONE PILOT VILLAGE OF KABOMBOH PV SYSTEM  

 Measures/Item Expense In  

Leones 
Expense 

in Euro 

Balance 

1 Completion of Homes and school Wiring of PV system Le 6,830 500  € 719 

 Service lines: one  roll 500 meter 16mm cable Le 2,730,500 € 287 € 432 

 Delivery to project site Le 500,000 € 53 € 379 

 12 rolls Twin cable 2.5mm  Le 3,600 000 € 379 € 000 

 Sub Total  Le 6,830 500 € 719 € 000 

   

2 solar, electrical, electronics and computer literacy 

training materials 

Le19,997 500  €2,105 

 Basic electrical testing tools for trainees Le 5,000 000 €526 € 1,579 

 Trainees safety gears Le 4,000 000 €422 € 1,157 

 Laptops computers, copier/scanner/printer and  chairs  Le 7,897 000  €831 € 326 

 Stationeries: books, white board/blackboard  Le 3,100 500 €326 326 

 Sub Total   Le19,997 500 €2,105 € 000 
   

3 6 months contracts for 4 training professionals  Le 23,997 000  €2,526 

 skilled professionals computer, electrical electronics  Le 13,500 000 €1,421 € 1,105 

 Trainee meal and accommodation at Tagrin Lungi Le 10,497 000 €1,105 € 1,105 

 Sub Total Le 23,997 000 €2,526 € 000 

   

4 6 months contract for 1 ICT computer network setup 

professional 
Le 6,175 000  € 650 

 Contract 1 ICT computer network setup and technical 
support professional  

Le 6,175 000 € 650 €650 

 Sub Total  Le 6,175 000 € 650 €000 

     

5 Purchase of one off-grid Power inverter 8.5KVA 

system 

Le28,500 000  € 3000 

 Off-grid power inverter, breakers and switches Le 14,800 000 € 1558 € 1558 

 setting up digital learning system in to the pilot project  as a 

means of social distancing for COVID-19  
Le 13,700 000 € 1442 €1442 

 Sub Total  Le 28,500 000  €0000 

 GRAND TOTAL  LE85,500 000 €9000 € 0000 
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